This paper calls attention to some possible relationships which may exist between the sensitization and denaturation of proteins and one phase of the mechanism of photosynthesis.
MIRSKY and PAULING (5) point out that the most significant change that occurs in denaturation of a native protein is the loss of certain highly specific properties. The specific property here considered in the case of the process of photosynthesis is the possible denaturation of a protein which brings about the inhibition of the evolution of oxygen from the green plant when irradiated.
It has been shown by INMAN (3) The fact that shaking with fine glass beads inhibits the evolution of oxygen fits with the inactivation of some proteins by surface phenomena. (4) in which a catalyti-cally active flavoprotein was formed is most suggestive and from the biological standpoint provides a method of attack which offers much promise. The work of STERN and SALOMON (8) on ovoverdin suggests other possible applications to chlorophyll studies. FRENCH (2) considers a pigmented cell extract obtained from Streptococcus varians by high frequency sound waves to be a chromoprotein. There is certainly some reason to conceive of combining (chemically or by adsorption) extracted chlorophyll, which is photosensitive, with a carrier which can be sensitized and through this arrangement of radiation, prosthetic and carrier group account for the absorption and reduction of CO2.
A similar system such as is postulated for the visual purple mechanism light is not so fantastic even though speculative. Native visual purple < -dark denatured visual purple (visual yellow) Z2 denatured protein retinene.
If there is such a protein sensitization by some substance similar to retinene (in this case, perhaps chlorophyll or carotenoids), the protein or protein complex probably has a higher energy of activation than that of the visual purple mechanism but a lower energy of activation than most proteins.
The most serious difficulties apparent here are the lack of the true chemical structure of chlorophyll, especially as found in the cell, and the ignorance of the cellular metabolic reactions certainly necessary before the final reactions of the mechanism can take place. It is quite probable that studies of rates of reaction as measured by the evolution of 02 or absorption of CO2 are only the final steps in a long series of chain reactions. That the photosynthetic mechanism is a part of some of the basic physical and chemical reactions within the living cell is hard to refute with the evidence available.
While much work has been done which has led a number of workers to conclude that the enzyme catalase, a protohematin protein-complex, plays a part in the release of oxygen from some organic peroxide, this particular part of the mechanism seems to lack sufficient proof and may be too simple. EMERSON and GREEN (1) have recently reported work which failed to lend support to such a concept. From the work of MOLISCH (6) and INMAN (3) , there is much more conclusive evidence that there is an enzyme (probably a native protein-complex) participating in the mechanism of photosynthesis but whether this has anything to do with catalase or an organic peroxide is still not clear. Some of the data on the evolution of oxygen, especially with dehydration at 300 C. fit in with MIRSKY's and PAULING'S conception of coagulation and denaturation.
The probability of protein sensitization playing a part in some phase of the photosynthetic reactions is not to be dismissed without much further study. If some organic molecular complex somewhat similar to the visual
